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WOMEN PLACES AND SPACES IN
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN MOSQUE
By
Maryam Eskandari
There is an ever-present demand for Mosques in American cities to accommodate the more than 8 percent of the American
population that are Muslims; the majority of which are American-born Muslims or American converts. However, Muslim-American
communities have implemented the same architectural vocabulary of mosques seen in the Middle East into theirAmerican neighborhoods.
Nevertheless, this architectural transplantation from the Middle East to America does not come without problems. The weaving of Middle
Eastern architectural culture with an American application of Islam, which is prominent within Modern American society, gives rise to
internal tensions felt within the community, in particular to the issue of Muslim women's' place in community mosques. Through the
numerous case studies and investigations of the American Mosques that I documented, it is clear that the community does not
provide adequate spaces for their women members. My thesis explores the process of modifying and developing a new architectural
vocabulary for theAmerican mosques within the confinements and boundaries in Islam, in particular, creating an adequate space forwomen.
A lack of attention to the needs of American Muslim women in the states has caused a gender conflict over the adequacy of
spaces for Muslim women within American mosques. For example, in the 2006 controversial documentary titled the "Mosque of
Morgantown"' , located in West Virginia, a significant dilemma was created dividing the Muslim community residing in the United
States. The "Mosque of Morgantown" set the social precedent for some Muslim women to question some of the religious rulings re-
garding prayers and set the tone for numerous other protests, of which the most recent occurred at the Islamic Center of Washington
DC. In early part of 2010, the Islamic Center of Washington D.C.2 had an outburst of escalating tensions between genders. Thirty
Washington D.C. women united in protest and refused to pray in the basement of the mosque, which was their designated area of
worship. Instead they decided to attend prayers under the same roof as the men during worship. This seemingly simple act of protest
was frowned upon. The Imam of the mosque declared that the allocated rows were for men only. The presence of women in the rows
resulted in the delay of the obligatory Friday prayer that is mandatory for men in Islam. Through these incidences, it is clear that an
investigation of a new architectural expression, within the confinement of the religion, for women-driven spaces needs to be conducted.
1 For more information of this PBS aired documentary productions refer to the webpage, "Journalist Asra Nomani glimpsed Islamic extremism up close when her dear friend and former Wall Street Journal
colleague Daniel Pearl was murdered in Pakistan. When she returns home to West Virginia to raise her son, she believes she sees warning signs at the local mosque: exclusion of women, intolerance
toward non-believers, and suspicion of the West. Her resulting campaign against extremism in the Islamic Center of Morgantown brings a storm of media attention, unexpectedly pitting her against the
mosque's moderates. Through unfolding scenes and intimate interviews, THE MOSQUE IN MORGANTOWN frames this local conflict as a means to explore the larger dilemmas facing American Islam. It
tells a story of competing paths to social change, American identity and the nature of religion itself'. http://www.themosqueinmorgantown.com/ May 26, 2010
The new spaces and design processes to modify the existing buildings selected for study will be based on the analysis of a series of both
Shi'a and Sunni mosques. The thorough analysis was conducted in the summer 2010 when I traveled across the United States and visited
over 100+ mosques particularly focusing on four metropolitan areas in Arizona, California, New York, and Washington DC that have the
highest concentration of Muslims. Within these areas I selected 32 of the most attended mosques to be individually visited and analyzed as
part of my research and to experience the women spaces first hand. Direct observation of the space condition, prayer experience, and social
interaction between genders with the community was the primary focus for the analytical experience of the woman spaces in these mosques.
Through the field work analysis of 32 mosques, studying closely the religious and social interactions currently occurring in the
American Muslim communities; I seek out the historical background of the mosques' founding as the foundation for the design. My
focus works towards several developed studies of the body, solutions of the mosque space and conceptual design based on my
discoveries in an attempt to mitigate the central arguments discovered in my evaluations, which include but not be limited to "equality in
the mosque space", "visual access to the mihrab", "physical access to the imam and the mihrab", and "no continuous barrier for division of
genders in the main prayers space"; all of which is an attempt to unify the Muslim community as one "ummah" during the time of prayer.
Thesis Supervisor: Nasser Rabbat
Title: Aga Khan Director and Professor of Islamic Architecture
Readers:
Nader Tehrani
Title: Director and Professor of the School of Architecture and Planning at
~National Public Radio aired this news through American University Radio. "Some women who protested at the Islamic Center of Washington, wanting to be able to worship in the main prayer hall with
their male counterparts, were asked to leave by the police. But they say their struggle will continue... Syed Burmi, the imam of Islamic Society of Western Maryland, says the physical separation helps
maintain women's privacy and modesty as well as keeps the focus on prayer. 'If I stand next to a lady or a woman stands next to me, maybe the focus will change and no longer be on God the Almighty.
So that's why we put the partition', says Burmi". Cardoza, Kavitha "Muslim Women Protest Policies at Islamic Center Of Washington." WAMU 88.5 American University Radio February 22, 2010 http://
wamu.org/news/10/02/22.php#32474 May 26, 2010
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Introduction
It was 5 years after the events of 9/11. I was working as an architect and my current project had taken me to
Seattle, Washington. For several months I had been out in "Emerald City" and had gotten the opportunity to get to
know the Muslim community through Iftars (breaking of the fast) during the holy month of Ramadan. It was while
attending one of the fundraising Iftars that the local community leaders asked me to be the architect for their new Islamic Center.
After a decade of practicing contemporary architecture, architecture that is fluid and constantly in motion, an amalgamation
of functional and constructive spaces, the preconceived notion of traditional Islamic Architecture was concerning. I started to
question the idea of "Islamic Architecture." What makes something Islamic? What is the definition of Islamic Architecture? What
are the pre-programmed functions that allow for a space like the Ka'aba to be occupied by both genders, while the mosques in
America are fighting over gender equality? When did this claimed religious segregation and superiority of male dominance occur?
I came to the conclusion that it was time for me to take a step back to reevaluate and discover the connections between our
American culture and Islamic Architecture. I decided to develop a new expression for architectural design that would accommodate
and explore the various ways to modify the current urban settings. Research and appreciation of the history of Islamic Architecture, and
executing the theories into a modern design in order to accommodate the needs of the community was necessary. After several weeks
of pondering these questions and negotiating between Muslim communities, my firm and I went contracted building the new mosque.
I know from the growth of the new generation of Muslim youths and American converts there is an ever present demand
for mosques in American cities. After all, "new" Islamic Centers must be built to accommodate the 6 million and growing
Muslims that reside in the states. Following several town-hall meetings, I started realize that there was a difference between the
"American Muslim" and the generation of Muslims that had immigrated to the states. The American Muslim has a different
vision of how a mosque is to be designed as compared to what first generation Muslim immigrants envision, which was essentially
duplicating the designs of mosques "back home." I came to realize that American-Muslim communities have implemented the same
architectural vocabulary of mosques in the Middle East into their American neighborhoods. Nevertheless, we have never realized
that this architectural transplantation from the Middle East to America presents challenges for our American-Muslim communities.
One evening as I was driving to a client meeting and listening to a news report on the radio about the "Mosque of Morgantown," I
started thinking about my own mosque project. The weaving of Middle Eastern architecture with an American Islam, prominent within
modern American society, gives rise to internal tension, in particular to the issues of women. It made me reflect on my own personal
experiences of mosques. I always thought of mosques as a place of sanctuary, a place that we are always welcomed and wanted; to
be open to the worshipper to fulfill their obligation to the Divine.
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The debate of gender equality surrounding the framework of the mosque has been a heated debate for over a century . Profoundly, the questioning of
gender equality ignites usually after Muslims visit the Kaba where "during the hajj, pilgrimage, another primary ritual observation in Islam, women
and men do not observe gender separation in prayer lines" ( Wadud, 175). As the worshippers circulate together making "tawaf' and fulfilling one of
the five obligatory pillars of Islam, they are visually connected with the notion of equality in the holiest place of the religion. "This holy site has been
place of deeply meaningful ritual practice for Muslims and a powerful symbol of equality (of gender, race, ethnicity, class) where women and men have
historically gathered together in prayer in shared space. It has been exemplar of the ideal and practice of Quranic equality - at the site of
revelation - while practice in the surrounding country reflects the patriarchal inequalities and injustices that Islam came to redress" (Badron 2009, 336).
Nevertheless, the 1500 American mosques or Islamic centers (Haddad 2006, 64) built throughout the United States have been struggling with this particular issue.
The American mosque is a new type of building that is being developed in the urban context of American society. This new building lacks any
historical literature and constantly finds the absence of discourse of the originality and aesthetic development as it weaves itself into the American context (Kahera
2002). To understand this "new building type", the emergence of the design vocabulary and programmatic space that is articulated in the architecture, is to first
understand the human expression that is derived from the users to erect a form. The American mosque is comprised by users that are from various
backgrounds: immigrant Muslims, converts, and American-born. Thus, the integration of this syntactical hybrid design is challenging when satisfying all demands and
nevertheless is a nuisance. Furthermore, depending on the client [immigrant, convert, or newer generation] the architect has to deal with the execution of space delicately.
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The programming of the gender and design space of the American mosque has to formulate in a way that is equivalent to the users. However, the tension
arises when American Muslim women, especially converts, challenge the gender relationships of mosque space in relation to the religion, ethnicity and
culture (Kahera 2002). Furthermore, the problem escalates when the elders of the community, who are more fervent and conventional, are pushing for a
space that they are familiar with, from various parts of the Muslim world and implementing them to the American context. "The tensions between the two
[communities] are particularly evident in the older, more zealous, and more traditional established concepts of space making in the Muslim world"
(Kahera2002,5). This normative and traditional layouthas a directpsychological effecton the mosque space and the zonesthatare created, in particular to the gender issue.
All of these issues of gender equality stems on the notion that there is no historical facts of the American Mosque. Throughout the past 50 years, where there
has been an influx of mosques being built in the states, the designs, architecture and allocation of programmatical space are usually imported from the Middle
East Muslim countries. For example, the Islamic Cultural Center of Washington designed by Mario Rossi played on the notion of memory, "by recalling the past,
Rossi's design for the mosque makes a statement about memory and images... "(Kahera 2002, 69). Since, the historical context does not
exist, many architects feel the need to engage in precedence's from countries that they are familiar with, and the countries which finances these
American mosque, encourage their own culture, architecture and allowed for women to participate in the mosque. "During the 1970's and 1980's such
construction was often financed, or supplemented, by oil rich Islamic countries, [Kingdom of Saudi Arabia] although this support mostly ceased after 1991.
Many of these purpose-built houses of worship constructed after the 1960s have allowed for separated entrances and facilities for women (Haddad 2006, 63).
15
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Nevertheless, one will find that mosque spaces which are designed in the West are a direct reproduction of similar templates found in Muslim
couniries from the immigrants' homeland. The space that is created is not necessarily bounded by the religion, rather a creation of space that is
culturally nostalgic. "Mosque space and practice in new Muslim communities in the West have reproduced patriarchal templates from the older Muslim
societies in Africa and Asia from which Muslim immigrants to the West have come" (Badran 2009, 336). "By recalling the past, Rossi's design for the mosque
[ Islamic Cultural Center of Washington] makes a statement about memory and image in two principal ways. First, it ignores the American architectural
context, it make no effort to address the prevailing architectural language or the sense of place. Second, it reinforces memory by using traditional crafts and
calligraphy that were imported from Turkey, Iran, and Egypt, along with the craftsmen whose skills were engaged in the decoration of the mosque" (Kahera 2002, 69).
This direct emulation of mosque and implementation of the design from other Muslim cultures do not come without problems. Though various
investigations of mosques throughout the United States have been conducted, there is a clear indication that suggests that the American Muslim women, are limited
in the issue of space, "with regards to the right of worship" when it comes to the mosque ( Kahera 2002, 4). The architectural programmatic layout of the mosque
creates a design that expresses a "patriarchal ethos: men are accorded the main or central space in the mosque, which they enter directly by a main door, and
assume the role of the imam, leading the communal prayer and giving the sermon or khutba" (Badran 2009, 336). Typically, a "women friendly" mosque has been
designed in a way that allows the women's entrance through a separate door, usually on the opposite end or the furthest distance away from the main entrance. The
women are then "regulated to upstairs, downstairs, or adjacent facilities that are often inferior, cramped and out of sight or hearing of the imam" (Badran 2009, 336).
The gender separation that are executed in mosque designs reflect the inequality and limits the opportunities for women's access and participation in the
mosque as well as the decision making process of the community as a whole. Similarly, if the mosques do not completely exclude women's attendance,
"the separation in congregational prayer usually relegates women to an inferior place, either behind the male prayer lines or invisible to them in congregation-
al setting" (Wadud, 175). Badran indicates that "if allowed access to the main prayer space, [women] are typically positioned behind rather than alongside men.
(Badran, 336). Nonetheless, they have yet to surmount the unrestricted separation barrier, in order to allow equal prayer lines of women and men side by side.
After visiting over a 100+ mosques, I have chosen the top 32 of which are in dire need of attention in regards to the women's spaces in American Mosque.
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Construe
Mosque Location Denomination tron Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers B0afd of DireCtors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq<Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan AlI prayers I Jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community | Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY. 1217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predrominantly African-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baitul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic.Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I lhternartial Mulicultural Permanent tiustees] Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunri (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesiarn Jum'a prayer only
islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer onlV Permanent trustees
]ECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustee i Women alowed to lead
man AI-Khoei slarmic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees IWomen not alowed to lead
LC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multlcultural All prayers I jum'a
l.C. of Irvine Irvina, CA 9282 - Sunn i (Traditional) 202 Co ity Fm Mlulutural _.ur, I .Al e a < td b ag __as eaaloeila
* NFeaiginr fs i, 7x22(F6 - 5-T(Traei-tonJT ____ ortme-unity ~n-temrnaenal. F meb m inan tly 96u Ash an -A pr'm una Prms tute
I.C. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community) International Multicultural All prayers I Jum'a Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
w "I9t "hi , Q S A ' ye' 'teh jiJ 'u'
1.C. Northern Calhforma. Oaklan , CA 94612 Shia (lafari) 1995 Community I Famly Persians Iprayers jum'a Permanen trusteesi Women allowed to lead
IC. Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
LEC Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) . 1981 Community International Perslans Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
Ll. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunri (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family . Predominantly Indian/Pakistai All prayers I jur'a Permanent trustees
1.5 of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) lCommunity I Family Multcultural All prayers I Jums'a Permanenittrustees [ Women allowedi leadership
L.5, Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni.(Traditional) 2000 Community | Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jur'a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi Al prayers I jun'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community | Family Mu)cultural All prayers I Jum'a Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-tslarm Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family African American - Permanent trutees
Masjid Al-Faroog Brooklyn. NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Mulicultural All prayers J jumn'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool SanJoseCA95128 Shia (Jafari) Community | Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanenttrustees I Womenaillowed in leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) lCommunity I Family Multicultural All prayers i jum'a Elected board members
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community ) Fanily Mulcultural All prayers I jumn!a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Preormirnantly Arab All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Community | Family Multicultural All prayers jum'a lPermanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Associatiopn San Jose, CA 95112 Nondenominational 1978 Community [(Family .Multicultural All prayers [junia Permanen'ttrustees ( Women alowed in leadership
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ConstrucMos ue Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Detngra ics Prayer Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I Jum'a
Al di'' aelere i) gu IFi u urn 4a r ye i e arAL4/ Igigea Iaglej hi
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly African -American Jum'a prayer only Permanient trustees
Baltul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional).
Dar Al Hijrah Islamle Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International Multicultural PermanenttrUrteaI Women notallowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Juma prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jumla prayer only Permnent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persians VarIes Perrn~ifl trustees omen allowed to lead
MAN Los Angeles,.CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community Famlly Persians aries permanenttrusteesI Women silovsad to lead
mrnam Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (afari) 1989 international Multicultural Varies Perinent trustees Women not allowed toded
LiC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural Alt prayers I jum'a
LC. of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620,, Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I Jui'at Unected board members I Womenallowed to lead
I.C. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunini (Traditional) 1981 Commrunityl International Predoinintly South Asian All prayers I j umr'd Penuienenttrustees
LI.C Tucson Tulcsoni, AZ85719. Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Communityl1 International mul~icultural All prayeUrs I j u n' Elected board members I Womenr ailowad in leadership
I.C Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunih(Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All rayers Ijum'a Permanent tructoes
11C. NortharnaCalifornia Oakland, CA 94612 Shila(Jafaril 1995 Comm~unity I Family Persians 7All prayersI J u m'a Perma iant trustees. Woman allowed to lead
I.C. Tempa ." TempeAZ 85281' Sunni (Traditional) 1984 1Comnmunityl international Multicultural All prayers I jum'a P'rmanerittrAstpy j
i.E.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854~ Shila (Jafari) 1981 Comnmunityl International Persians Varias , Elected boardtsmerer I Women allowed in leadership
L. Orange Cunty a Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 CommunitylI Family Predominantly Inouanakistani All-prayers Ilanma Permenttsee
l.S of San Francisco Sani Francisco, CA 94102, Sunnsi (Traditional) Commnirty I Family Multicultural 'All prayers:( j u ma .Permnent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
IS Orange Counity Garden Grove, CA92844 Stunni (Traditional) . 2000 Community]I Family Predominantily idian/Paisani All prayers I jurn ia 'Permnriii trustes
Kfip$Falsai Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional),,- 1993 Interniational Multicultural I Saudi All prayer~s I j u ra Peefmssnent trustes I Woman not allowed to lead
Masjld An-Noor~ . Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I. Family Multicultucral All prayers I jrn'a Permanent trustees
Masid Jauharatul-isiam Phioeix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Africn American' Permanent trustees W
Masjid AI-Farooq , Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) interniational Multicultural All prayer~sI jams Permanent trustees I Women otallowed to lead
Masid Atasool , San Jose, CA 9528 Shia (Jafari) 7Community I Family Predoinantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowedIn leadership
Masid Ar-RahTu an csNew York, NY 9 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members
.Mustafa CenterMosque Annanda, VA 22008 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community amily Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
OrangeCounty slamic Foundation Mission Vieo, CA 9291 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
O.kand IslCmiCent r Oaland, CA 9406 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 Interntional Predpminanitly Arab All prayers I jui'a Permianent trusteesI Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San ise, CA 954124 Shia (afari)o 20n) Commiunity I Family Multicultural All prayers isjum'a Permanenttrustees I Women allowed in leadership
asjuth AylaslomicAaociatim SanJose, CA 9512 Nifenomriaonal 1197 Community I Famiyly y Pra All prayers I jurma Permanet trustees I Women allowed in Leadership
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ConstrucMosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predorninantly Afghan All prayers I jumh'a
Al Mahdl Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (JafarI) 1998 Community | Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul BEayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly Africa n-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baitul Mukarranm Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International Multiqitural Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
ndonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predomninantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International ' Mullltural lum'a prayer only Permanint trustees
ECoC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family . Persia ss Varies Permanent trustees I Women. allowed to lead
MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 CommunIty I Family Persa4s Varies Permanent tustees I Woren aowed to lead
mam Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
LC, of Alameda Alameda.CA 94501 Su ni (Traditional) Multic tural All prayers I jum'a
iLC. of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
I.C. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Community I International Prdominantly South Asian All prayers i jum'a Permanent trustees
IC, Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 11976 Communityl International Mltrt ljllral All prayersI junma Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
IC. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 11957 International Multidultural All prayers I jurn'a Permanenttrustdes
I.C. Northern California Oakland, CA,94612 Shia (Jafarl) 1995 Community Family Persians All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees IWomen alowed to lead 11111l1i1110
IC. Tempe Tempe. AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Comm-ounity International Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanenttrustees
.E,C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981- Conmunityl international Persia s Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
LL. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/PakistanI All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustnes
11 r161 1 1 2sO u ra4 ~ afL ( mvlY Ily' l Alll a-'Ingm' Pe a ate an allqe Inj ars
lrange ou . ar en rove, A 4 Susnriira tona 20 M mu I aIl Pre 0 nat ins/PaKaeIS AlpTer rs Pe nen tustees-
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women not allowed to lead
id / Cl CA ,50 m. Sujpradgpal, [n y ily I ae im P e reaste
Masjid Jauharatul-slan Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicltural Ali prayers 1 jum'a Permanent trusteesI Women not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool San Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari) Community V Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women allowed In leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahrnan New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers- jum'a Elected board members ,
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community 4 Family Multic'ultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community 1 Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent truttee
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers I j'uma Permanent trustees Wonien not allowed to lead
SABAslarcCenter San Jose, CA95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Communiy I Family Multicultural All prayers J jum'a Permainent trustees | Women alowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose, CA 95112 lNondenominational 1978 Community I Family Multlicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees 1 Women allowed in leadership
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Building
ConstrucMosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddigt Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Pr edominantly Afghan All prayers [ jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, A2 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Womnien allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly African-Arnerican Jum'a prayer onlv Permanent trustees
Baitui Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I Intemational Multicultural Permanent trustees i Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Pr edominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
FCOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persians. Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Womenallowed to lead
mam AI-Khoel Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees } Women not allowed to lead
LC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I jum'a
L.C, of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Faiily Multicultural All prayers jum'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
.C. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Community| International Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
I.C, Tucson Tucson, AZ.85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I ju na Elected board members J Women allowed in leadership.
IC. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a PermaneInt trustees
L.C. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (Jafari) 1995 Community I Family Perslans All prayers I junta Permatient trustees I Womn allowed to lead
LC, Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Conmunityl international Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
L.E.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari 1981 Communityl International Persians Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
II Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family PredominantlW Indian/Pakistani Aiprayers I jum a Permanent Ftr.ustees
LS. of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juna Permanenot rus ees Women allowed in leadership
L.s Oram eCoun -G ar enGr e, CA 928 Sunni (Tradicina - 2000 Community Fa Vily Pdomin tn I a /Pakretani All er n Pe0r ann r as
ting Fe a osque sunlr!iin ur vr i 'tCA M-2 fm ' -r.icn iaaiond u lura SuiAll ayers- Jurr-a -. . MTra.e rute oa nt ole 1" -
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community | Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Mashd A -Farooq - -Brooklyn, NY 11217 Surnni (Traditional) International Mutmultural Allprayers um'a Permanent trustees Women not alowed to ead
Masjid Al Rasool Sat Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jun'a Elected board members
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural - All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County lilamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jur'a lPermanent trustee .,
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab Allprayers I jun'a Permalent trustees | Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center - San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafai) 201D Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jun'a Permanenttrustees [Womriallowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose, CA 95112 Nondenominatinnal 1978 Community Family Multicultural Al prayers Jjum'a Permanentitrstees [ Womenallowed in leadership
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CO nstruoMosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakras-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community [ Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I jum a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Famly Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women alowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Famly Predominantly African-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baltul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International Multicultural .Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 iternational l Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafarl) 2005 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women alowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 ShIa (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees i Women allowed to lead
Imamn Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
L C. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers [ jum'a
IC: of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Famsilly Multicultural All prayers I jum 1a Unelected board Members I Women allowed to lead
LC. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communityl International Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
ILC. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I jum a Elected board memoers I Women allowed in leadership
LC. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers lijum a Permanent trustees
LC. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (Jafari) 1995 Community I Family P erslans All, prayers I juma Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
I.C, Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers juma Permanent trustees
L.E.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Communityl liternational Persians . Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in feadership
Ll. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
L.S of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
LS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni(Traditional) 2000 Community I Family Predominan tlyindian/Pakistani All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City,-CA 90232 . Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers Ijum'a Permanent trustees | Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community ( Family Multicultural All prayers I jum.'a Permanenr trustees
Masjiduharatulsaam Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicultural All prayers I jum a . Permanent trustees IWomen not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool San Jose, CA-95128 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predomlnantly Persian All prayers I jum a Permranent trustees I Women allowed in le adership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York,NY 10001, Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juim'a Elected boardr members
M Cets tli rMosque Annaniale VAL2003 Sqrnn{Tfraditionq) . 999 Comnitys Feiil ri uticultural KAll ayers unta Pe-ane ttrusteed~. .
range ouny a nic ounda-o on nie, 2 Sunni (Tra iona1 _____omnity amly 4s ti' aApra yc rjoin a Pemeentris -
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
A ye u a
SouthBay Islamic Association San Jose, CA 95112 Nondenominational 1978 Community Family Multicultural Al prayers jum a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
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Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predoninantly Afghan All prayers I jum'a
Al Mahdi Center 7- Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community | Family Multiculturai Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community | Family Predominantly African-American Jum'a prayeronly Permanent trustees
Baitul Mukarram ArlinIgton, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991. MAS IInternational Multicultural Permanent trustees | Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jumia prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1969 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (lafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Perranent trustees I Women allowed to lead
imam A-Khoei islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia '(Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees I Women not alowed to lead
LC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers [ jum'a
LC. of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I ium'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
IC. Northern Vireinia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Comm-unityl lnternational Predorninantly South Asian All prayers b jum'a Permanent trustees
L.C. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
1C. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers Iijum'a Permanent trustees -
l.C. Northern California Oaklfand, CA 94612 Shia (Jafari) 1995 Community (Family Persiahs AlI prayers f jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
C, Tempe Tempe, A2 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Community[ International Multicultural All prayers I jum's Permanrient trus ees
.LEC Maryland Potomac, MD20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Com munityl Interrational Persians Varies Elected board members ] Women allowed in leadership
11Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community Family Predominantly indian/Pakistan All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
LS of San Francisco San Francisco,,CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers [ jum'a Permanent trusstees I Women allowed in leadership
LS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community I Famiy Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Moscue Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers i jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers iurn'a Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatut-lslam Phoenix, AZ 850a1 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Permanent tIrustees
Masjid AI-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees ( Women not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool San Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predomsinantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Worsen allowed is leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community [ Family Multicultural All prayers ' jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County'lslamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community | Family Multiciltural All prayers (jum'a . Permanent trustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab Al prayers jun'a Permanent trustees ( Women not allowed to lead
h Bslac A t Se, C 1e a 1 o t ml tl e j e re m l e r
South Bay Islamic Association : San Jose, CA 95112 Nondenominational 1976 Community I Family Multicultural JAll prayers I (um'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed is leadership
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Abu Bakr as-iddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan . All prayers I ju_'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Pi'edominantly African-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baltul Mukarrarn Arlington, VA22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I.international Multicultural Permainent trustees I Women not alowed to load
Indonesian Embassy Washington- DC 20036 'Sunni (Traditional) . International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York,,NY 10029 - Sunn (Traditional) 1989 International Iulticultural Jum'a prayer only Pernanient trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persians - Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
AN ___ MAn__eC0__ 3_ SMafa___ M m ffmMity iTilFa I ns- sVWl MM tiMe , ust F WW aI d d 
mam Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
LC. of Alameda Alameda CA94501 Sunni (Traditional Multicultural A llrayers urn'a
1ofrinSunnr Tr ions A prayers jumn ane al m o al ocf t Od
LC. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communityl Iaternational PredominantlySouth Asian All prayers I jum' Permanenttrustees
L.C, Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Communityl international Multicultural All prayers jum'a Elected board memers i Women allowed im leadership .
I.C. Washington DC, Washington, DC 20008 Sunmi (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanient tirustees
LC. Northern California OaklandCA 94612 Shia (Jafai) 1995 Community Family Prsians All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women alowed to lead
LC. Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Communityl international Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
I.EC Maryland Potomac, MD 20834 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Communityl International Persians, Varies Elected board members I Womenallowed in leadership
LII Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806, Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community F amily Predominantly (ndian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent tru$tees
i.S of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juna Perrmanent trustees i Woman allowed in leadership
IS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community I Family Piedominantly indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Perrnanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International M ulticultural | Saudi All prayers I jui'a Permanent trustees ) Womn not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural Al prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Masjid lauharatul-Islam Phoenix, AZ 8S041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Permanent trustees
Masjid AI-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) international Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permranent trustees I Women not allowed to ead
Masjd Al Rasool San Jose, CA 95128.1 Shia (Jefari) Community I Family Prledominantly Persian All prayers I juma Perrnanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community i Family, Multicultural All prayers I ju na Elected board mnembers
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
Orange County slamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juna Permranent trustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Pedoninantly Arab All prayers I j umr a, Permanent trustees I Womeh not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Community I Family Muititultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trutees fWomen alowed In leadership
South Bayslamic Association San Jose, CA95112 Nondenominiational 1979 Community ' Family Multicultural AperIuma Perranenttrustees [ Women allowed in leadership
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Building
ConstrucMosque Location Denomination lion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlu Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY-11217 Shta (Jafari) Community I Family PredominanrtlyAfrican-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baitul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS [ Intemational Multicultural Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
!ndonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
slamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
ECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shis (Jafari) 2005 Community I Farmily Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Slia (Jafari) 2002 Community I Pamily Persiuns Varies Permanent trustees Women allowed to lead
mam Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 lnternational Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees I Women ot allowed to lead
IC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I jum'a
LC.Lof Irvine Irvine. CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Cornny I Farmily Multicultural All prayers I jurm'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
.C, Northern Vrinia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Community I International Predominantly South Asian All prayers jm'a Permanent trustees
IC. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community International Multicultural All prayers, jum' Elected board members i Women allowed in leadership
L.C Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional), 1957 International Multicultural All prayers I jum' Permanrnt trustees
IC Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (jafari) 1995 Community I Family Persiana Alf prayers jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
LC. Tenpe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Commurntyl International Multilultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trusteE5
I.EC Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Community International Persins Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers jum'a Permanent trustees
LS of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jurm'a Permanent trustees IWomen allowed in leadership
LS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (TraditJonal) 2000 Comrnunity I Family Predominantly indlan/Pakistan All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni(Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers 1 jum'a Perianent trustees I Women ot allowed to lead
a W" N W mi _aP , a
MasjidJautharatuIslam Phoenlx, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Commenity Famly African Americai Permanent trustees
Masjid AI-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicultural All prayers jum'a Permanent trustees I Women ot allowed to lead
g lsj 'asL _A S an ityj__mn tyga y r anow usg Ai.Wgn g Ued de
Masjid Ar-Rahnan New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 CommunLity I Family Multicultural Al prayers I jum'a Permanent trustes
0akland IslamcCenter Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women ot allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers [ um's Permanent trustees I Women ailowed in leacership
South BayIslamicAssoiation San Jose, CA 95112 Nondenominational 1978 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers | jum'a Permanenttrustees | Women allowed in leadership
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Building
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Mosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-5iddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community | Family Predominantl Afghan All prayers | jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community | Family Multic'ultural Jumi'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community Family PredominantlyAfrican-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Batul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 2204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah IslaricCenter Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I lnterriational Multicultural Permanent trustees IWomen not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predcdminantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029, Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Cornmunity I Family Persions Varies Permnen trustees I Women allowed to lead
!MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persins Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
imam AKhoel Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 1143S Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multiiultural Varies Permanent trustee i Women not allowed to lead
LC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I jum'a
L.C. of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jui'a Unelected board members Women allowed to [ead
LC Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communltyl international Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
1.C. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community I International Multi ultural All prayers I jurma Eiected board members I Women alowed in leadership
LC. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multi ultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
IC. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (Jafan) 1995 Commurnity I Family Persan All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
.C. Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Community I Inter national Multicultural All prayers I Juma Permanent trustees
LE.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20354 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Cornmunityl international Persi o Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
.1. Orange County AnaheimCA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
IS of'San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women allowed in leadership
L.S. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community I Family Predcminantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Cuhver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 Inernational Multidultural I Saudi All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-lslarn Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Permanent trustees
iie~fpnd 'Mj AIdypju Y-a najwL te n
Masjid Al Rasol San Jose, CA 95128 Shia ( aafari) - Communi I Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I juma Permanenttrustees Women allowedin leadershi
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members
Jasta fnt;p a anqg V 03. Si(Tr Pn m 9 paity ni T e clia m A6ggyer''um P&ne at'
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community I Family Mullticultural All prayers I jum'a Permanenttrustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 Intenational Predominantly Arab All prayers I jum'a Perminent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA IslmicCenter San Jose,,CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Comrnunity I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanenlt trustees I Women alowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Association'" Sanose, CA 95112 Nondnominational 1978 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers [(jum'a Permane trustees WoImen allowed in leadership
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Construc
Mosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I jumya
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
ii Y mpaityd ii 'Y m Pa Jh &pr oi P a M
Baltul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International Multicultural Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
gpnqk MEn!J16 y lMEa seBe "hi, 4AfMaW03foMS4!gbTemiapna.0* sasUitriugrsr eie enagpmui latiy ksne4.jan MMs 34qgjeprjaggnles ms emsm ESME EE ER
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
iECOC- Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family P rsians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies- Prmanent trustees [ Women allowed to lead
mam A[-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafarn) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees 1 Women not all6wed to lead
L.C. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I jum'a
L.C of lrvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayeri Ijum'a Unelected board menbers Women allowed tolead
I.C. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communityl International Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jurn' Permanent trustees
i.C. Tucson Tucson, A2 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members i Women allowed in leadership
L.C. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 international Multicultural All prayers i jun'a Permanent trustees
LC. Northern California Oakland, CA 94G12 Shia (Jafari) 1995, Community I Family Perslans All prayers I jurn a Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
LC. Tempe Tempe, AZ85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Community) International Multicultural All prayers I junia Permanent trustees
L.E.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Community) International Persians Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
.L. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
LS of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community | Family Multicultural All prayers I juma Permanent trustees1 Women alowed in leadership
LS. Orange County ~ Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community ) Family Predominantly indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanenttrustees
Masjid JaUharatul-Islam ; Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I gamily African American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool San Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari) Community Family Predominantly Persian . All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women alowed in ieadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family Multicultural All prayers I Jum'a Elected board memoers
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale,VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional), 1999 Community Family Multicultural All prayers I jumi'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community ) Family Multicultural All prayers I juna Permanent trustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Community ( Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed In leadership
South Bay Islamic Association Sa Jose, CA-95112 Nondenominpational 1978 Community I Farnily IMulticultural AIi prayers ljum'a Permanent trustees I Women alowed in leadership
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Building
ConstrucMosque Location Denomination on Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community | Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul 8ayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family. Predominantly African-Amercan Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
BaWtul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah slamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I international Multicultural Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to ead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) _ International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York,.NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 international Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CAr92626 Shia (Jafari) 200S Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community | Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
mam Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY-11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trusteesI Women not allowed to lead
LC. ofAlareda Alameda, CA94501 Sunni(Tradition al Multicultural All prayers ijurna
1of ine te, 26 Su (Tra on _I_ i m ity aily i Iu FA ye jumn l cte-oar me brs. WomnalowedtoTad
IC. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communityl lnternational Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
TvA~ y e LS 8t bZ[ m (1oirpa elcu
Was ngtn ahinon 0600 Su~nni (Tra stiona7 . train .tc uaA ryr ua Permanenttrustees-
I.C. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (jafaii) 199S Community I Family Pesrsians All prayers I juma Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
L.C. Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Community[lInternational Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trustee.
L.EC Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Conmunityl International Persians Varies Elected board members Women allowed in leadership
.I. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly fndian/Pakistani All prayers I juma Permanent trustees
LS of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family Multicultural All prayers jurra Permanenttrustees i Women allowed in leadership
IS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Communiity Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I junma Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City,-CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-Islam Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community | Family African American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) jInternational Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women nt allowed to lead
Masjid At Rasool San Jose, CA-95128 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trutes I Women allowed in leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York,NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional), Community I Family Multicultural All prayers | Jum'a Elected board rnembers
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale,.VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community [ Family Multicultural All prayers I jun'a Permranenttrustees,
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers [ jum'a Perman, ent trusteesI Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center - San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 CommunityI Family Multicultural, All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed In leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose, CA 9S112 Nondenominational . 1978 CommunityI Family . Multicultural Al prayers jum'a Permanent trustees I Womn allowedin leadership
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Building
00nstrucMosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers 80ard of DireCtors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers I jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly African-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baltul Mukarram Arlington, VA,22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Churich, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International Multicultural Permanent trustaes I Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa; CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2005 Community I Family Persianm Varles Perimnent trustees I Women allowed to lead
[MAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
Iman Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica. NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Permanent trustees rWomen not allowed to lead
IC. of Alameda Alameda, CA 9401 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I jurn'a
IC. of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers i jurn'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
IC. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Communityl International Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jurda Permanent trustees
I.C. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Commurnityl International Multicultural All prayers |jum'a Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
IC. Washington DC Washington DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 international Multicultural All prayers I juma Perrnanent trustees
LC. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (Jafari) 1995 Community I Family Persians, All prayers I jum a Permanentr trustees I Women allowed to lead
IC. Tempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I juma Permanent trustees
LE.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Communityl International Persians Varies Elected board members I Women allowed in leadership
I.I. Orange County Anaheim. CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum 'a Permanent trustees
IS of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
L.S. Orange1County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community | Family Predominantly indian/Pakistani All prayers I juma Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 linternational Multicultural I Saudi All prayers I juna Penmanent trustees4 Women not allowed to iead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community IFamily Multicultural All prayers I jum a Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-lslam Phoenix, AZ 8S041 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family African American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq - rooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a, Parmaent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
01ls - S~ - fa -09 t IIy Pon y P an Ayej~um ne-ted d e
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Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
ng a ~ t mi at iti 0 24 S T n A P
Oakland Is amic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 Internationa PredorminantlyArab A Iprayers I jum'a Perranent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA IslamicCenter San Jose, CA 95134 Shia (Jafari) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers jum a Permanenttrustees I Women allowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose CA 95112 lNondenominational 1978 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers Ijum'a - Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
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Building
Construc
Mosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA-94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family Predominantly Afghan All prayers i jum'a
Al Mahdi Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shia (Jafari) 1998 Community I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Womien allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brookiyn, NY 11237 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family Predominantly African-American Jum a prayer only Permanent trustees
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditionalj 1991 MAS I Intemational lMtulticultural Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC 20036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
ic sur'leteg~ey rk y a Yqhnm Y 9 * Tr nag 4a9 nal ' l I I Jugi pra ni .Pgn' t
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) ZO5 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles; CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Fhamily Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
iman Al-Khei Islamic Center Jamnaia, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Varies Perimanent trustees [Women not allowed to lead
LC, of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicuitural All prayers I jum'a.
IC, of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Communty I Family Multicultural All prayers (jum'a Unelected board members I Women allowed to lead
IC. Northern Virginia Fairfax, VA 22030 Sunni (Traditional) 1981 Community International Predominantly South Asian All prayers I jum 'a Permanent trustees
LC Tucson Tucson, A2 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community] International Multicultural. All prayers I jum'a Elected board members ' Women allowed in leadership
I.C, Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees.
L C. Northern California Oakland, CA 94612 Shia (Jafari) 1995 Community I Family Persians All prayers I jumri'a. Permanent trustees IWomen allowed to lead
LCTempe Tempe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Communityl International Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Perrnanent trustees
L.E.C Maryland Potomac, MD 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981. Communityl Intenational Persians Varies Eected board members I Womnen allowed in leadership
L.L Orange County Anaheir, CA 92806 Sunni (Traditional)' 1991 Community i Family Predominantly indian/Pakistant All prayers I jum'a' Permanent trustees
L.S of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum 'a Permanent trustees 1 Women allowed in leadership
LS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community I Family Predominantly Indian/Pa kistani All prayers juma Permanent trustees .
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) . 1993 International Multicultural | Saudi All prayers I jum a Permanert trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juma Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-islam Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family African American Pernanenitrustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) International f.Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid A[ Rasoi San Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari) community I Family Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
Masjild Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) Community I Family, Multicultural All prayers I jum ia Elected board members.
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Traditional) 1999 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation MIssion Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Comnunity I amily Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanenit trusteesr
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab Alliprayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islamic Center San Jose, CA 95134 ' Shia (Jafari) 12010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose, CA'95112 . Nondenominational 1978 Community) Farnly Multicultural Al prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees VWomen allowed in leadership
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Mosque Location Denomination tion Source of Revenue Demographics Prayers Board of Directors
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq Mosque Hayward, CA 94544 Nondenominational 1997 Community I Family P edominantly Afghan All prayers I juIm'a
Al Mahdll Center Tempe, AZ 85281 Shla (Jafari) 1998 CommunIty I Family Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Elected board I Women allowed leadership
Ahlul Bayt Mosque Brooklyn, NY 11217 Shia (Jafari) Community I Family, Predominantly African-American Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
Baitul Mukarram Arlington, VA, 22204 Sunni (Traditional)
Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center Falls Church, VA 22044 Sunni (Traditional) 1991 MAS I International,. Multicultural Permarient trustees 1 Women not allowed to lead
Indonesian Embassy Washington, DC Z0036 Sunni (Traditional) International Predominantly Indonesian Jum'a prayer only
Islamic Cultural Center of New York New York, NY 10029 Sunni (Traditional) 1989 International Multicultural Jum'a prayer only Permanent trustees
IECOC Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Shia (Jafari) 2'00 Community I Family Persiaris Varies Permanenttrustees I Women allowed to lead
IMAN Los Angeles, CA 90034 Shia (Jafari) 2003 Community I Family Persians Varies Permanent trustees I Women allowed to lead
Iman Al-Khoei Islamic Center Jamaica, NY 11435 Shia (Jafari) 1989 International Multicultural Vanes Perm anent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
L.C. of Alameda Alameda, CA 94501 Sunni (Traditional) Multicultural All prayers I juma
L.C, of Irvine Irvine, CA 92620 Sunni (Traditional) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers I juma Unelected board members, Women all owed to lead
Nd~ .r1 2i 'a 2 S 'l SW (ran i m it rn"l P A a m' a
IC. Tucson Tucson, AZ 85719 Sunni (Traditional) 1976 Community| International Multicultural All prayers jurn a Elcted board members I Woren allowed in leadership
IC. Washington DC Washington, DC 20008 Sunni (Traditional) 1957 International Multicultural All prayers j jum a Permanent trustees
N rn iorr IaqiA9 Si afai e mmgj'tAmigiid P s A e m Pg-negp'st iWigpljgI dt yf
IC. Tempe Tenpe, AZ 85281 Sunni (Traditional) 1984 Community I International Multicultural Al prayers I jum'a Perrnnent trusteas
I.E.C Maryland Potomac, MDl 20854 Shia (Jafari) 1981 Communityl International Prrsians Varies Elected board members I Women allowed inleadership
L. Orange County Anaheim, CA 92806, Sunm (Traditional) 1991 Community Family Pl'edominently Indian/Pakistani All prayers I ju m'a Permanent trustees
L S of San Francisco San Francisco, CA 94102 Sunni (Traditional) Community 'Family Multicultural All prayers I juma Permanent rustees I Women allowed in leadership
IS. Orange County Garden Grove, CA 92844 Sunni (Traditional) 2000 Community Family Pbedominantly Indian/Pakistani All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
King Fahad Mosque Culver City, CA 90232 Sunni (Traditional) 1993 International Multicultural I Saudi All prayers f jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid An-Noor Santa Clara, CA 95050 Sunni (Traditional) Community Family ' Multicultural Al prayers [ juma 1 Permanent trustees
Masjid Jauharatul-Islam Phoenix, AZ 85041 Sunni (Traditional) Community i Family Mrican American Permanent trustees
Masjid Al-Farooq Brooklyn, NY 11217 Sunni (Traditional) international Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women not allowed to lead
Masjid Al Rasool San Jose, CA 95128 Shia (Jafari). . Community I Farnfly Predominantly Persian All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees I Women allowed in leadership
Masjid Ar-Rahman New York, NY 10001 Sunni (Traditional) CommunityI Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Elected board members
Mustafa Center Mosque Annandale, VA 22003 Sunni (Tradictional) 1999 Community Family Multicultural All prayers I jun'a Permanent trustees
Orange County Islamic Foundation Mission Viejo, CA 92691 Sunni (Traditional) 2003 Community Family Multicultural All prayers I jum'a Permanent trustees
Oakland Islamic Center Oakland, CA 94609 Sunni (Traditional) 1992 International Predominantly Arab All prayers I jumn'a Permanent'trustees I Women not allowed to lead
SABA Islanic Center San lose, CA 95134 s hia (Jafari) 2010 Community I Family Multicultural All prayers] |jum'a Permanenttrustees I Woman allowed is leadership
South Bay Islamic Association San Jose, CA 95112 'Nondenorminational 1978 Community I Family ' Multicultural ,All prayers juma Permannttrustees I Women allowed in leadership
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Even thought the Figh Council of North America has clearly determined the social gender norm for prayer, I still believe, that it is the architects' responsibility to create a
space that is intriguing and psychologically effective to the users and within the boundaries of Islam. However, architects, particularly Muslim architects, have neglected
their responsibilities in order to avoid any tensions that may arise with the client. "The way in which clients and architects have dealtwith this delicate problem are sometimes
distasteful, requiring that rules of some kind must exist and must be formulated as unequivocally as possible" (Kahera 2002, 15). For example, Ahmed Mokhtar, architect,
writes in his book the "Design Guidelines of Ablution Space and Islamic Praying Facilities", "Male and females pray in separate spaces or in separate zones in the same
space. They have segregated access to the prayer spaces and consequently segregated access to the ablution spaces. Females will not pray during the menstrual period
which results in relatively less space requirements for them and consequently smaller ablution space" (Mokhtar 2006, 2). Eliminating women from the prayer space be-
cause they are menstruating is rather a weak argument. Rather the adequate statement would be the notion of the gaze and the "awrah" in which is defined during prayer.
"And they ask you about menstruation. Say: it is an illness [adan]; therefore keep aloof from the women during menstrual discharge and do not
go near them until they have become clean; then when they have cleansed themselves, go into them as God has commended you; surely
God loves those who turn much, and he loves those who purify themselves." (Quran 2:222)
Asma Barlas argues that there is a misconception of menstruation and the notion of purification in prayer spaces. She states that the "root meaning of adan are 'damage,
harm, injury, trouble, annoyance, and grievance'. Menstruation, therefore, is a hurt, an injury and so on, not pollution. Even if we view menstrual blood as polluting, it does
not follow that the woman or her body are polluting since there is no statement to that effect in the Quran. Moreover, in the Quran the menstrual taboo extends only to in-
tercourse; it does not extend to sexual intimacy, nor does it call for social ostracizing or confinement. There are hadiths to the effect that menstruating women may go to
the mosque, participate in Hajj, jihad, and du'a, and even have the Quran read on their laps, following the Prophet's example" (Barlas, 161). Through these examples are
drawn from the text of the Quran, there are no religious or legal imperatives that prohibit the women from attending the mosque. Therefore in many of the contemporary
mosques in America, a set of rigorous "man-made" chauvinistic rules have been applied to deviate women from attending the mosque. However, these rules are insig-
nificant in American law governing public space. Thus, the legality of the requirement to provide adequate space for women and children is pertinent to this discussion.
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Nevertheless, there are a growing number of women who are now demanding there place in the mosque and want equal access to the main prayer space. Ameri-
can Muslim women, and particularly converts are often well educated in Islam, "usually having given considerable time to its study before making the decision to
convert"(Haddad 2006, 56) are often on the forefront of interfaith activities, leaders in mosques and because the "indigenous American women may be more comfort-
able making public presentation than the immigrant sister, they are often called on to 'represent Islam"' (Haddad 2006, 56). For example, women in North America
have paved the way for other Muslim women to embrace the role of the imam, and lead prayers for both men and women. On March 18, 2005 Amina Wadud led a
group of men and women in prayer, an attempt to prove that women have every Islamic right to lead prayers and be the imam. The prayer was then followed by a
khutbah, or sermon. Many of the observers accused the Islamic Professor, as a stunt to support her long time friend Asra Nomani's book, "Standing Alone in Mecca".
In 2003, during the eve of the first day of Ramadan, Nomani walked through the main doors of the mosque of Morgantown, West Virginia to attend Friday prayers. In the
American context, there is no question or concerns regarding this simple act. The concern was not the act that she attended the Friday prayers, rather the action that she
took. The main entrance of the mosque has been designated specifically for men, and where she chose to sit was in the prayer space on the main floor of the mosque
which has been traditionally occupied by men. Many muslim women did not agree with the "unnecessarily confrontational" challenges that these women brought
upon themselves. However, "one person compared it to the statement made by Rosa Parks in her celebrated refusal to sit in the back of the bus" (Haddad 2006, 62).
"Accommodations for women in the mosque are troublesome for some converts who may have been raised in churches or synagogues where men and wom-
en sit together. While they agree that mixing is not the best way to worship, they question why separation need be hierarchical" (Haddad 2006, 57). As Ami-
nah Beverely Mc Cloud describes in her essays, there are a "number of social and cultural issues, tension and challenges in African American Islam" (Kahera
2002, 3) particularly African American Muslim women, who are still battling the debate of gender in society to create a relationship and feel accepted by the
"family" or community that they want to embrace. Other scholars like Jane Smith and Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad have been working comprehensively to under-
stand the Islamic values in the United States and confront issues such as gender segregation in mosques throughout the American Muslim communities.
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The action for creating a space for women in the mosques was a bold move. The current generation of Muslim women has been so accustom to attending the mosque
that the participation of the mosque community is part of their daily lives. However, "many immigrants' women come from cultures in which women seldom, if ever, attend
the mosque. While few scholars disagree that the Prophet Muhammad allowed and even encouraged the participation of both women and men in communal worship,
this had not been the general practice in Islamic societies" (Haddad 2006, 62). The Muslim American community is comprised of men, women and children - and the
"legal definition of the term 'congregation' (jama'a) includes women, children - and even non-Muslim guests - which makes it inconsistent with medieval interpretation"
(Kahera 2002, 128). Therefore, when immigrants move to the states and are confronted with these scenarios in the mosques, they disapprove and condemn these
actions, "immigrants coming afterwards in the 1960s looked with disdain at such activities, which they considered to be much too Americanized (Haddad 2006, 63).
However, these reactions are not aligned with the America Muslim society. The Muslim community is comprised of even the smallest space for congregational prayers in
"Anytown, Anywhere America". Therefore, the participation of women in the mosque is vital, to have a number of participants in the congregational prayer. "Hence, it is not
possible to apply the medieval congregational rule that uses the number of male worshippers as the only criterion without displaying inequality between the sexes. Here is
one area, that is, the use of space, thatthe proper application of the shari'ah would defend - especially on the basis of necessity (darurah) -since equal access to the mosque
by any individual, male or female, is a religious duty and therefore, a legal right (Kahera 2002, 128). Hence, the term "jama'a" does not align with the widespread belief that
women should not attend and participate in the mosque, and "thatthey should pray at home and not in the mosque, does notfind consensus in the west (Kahera 2002, 128).
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in order to have a better understanding as to how the gender occupy the space in the mosque,
the diagram indicates the major bending points and visual awarness during the prayer.
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Disection throught the movmement of the typical male body throught
the motions of the Muslim prayer. This illustrates one cycle of motion of prayer.
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CONCLUSION
Cultural convention is lost in translation particularly in allowing women the access to attend the mosque. Misinterpretation of legal practic-
es become a nuisance when space and gender "clash with time" (Donald L. Millers) and becomes visible through religious practice. "Many Mus-
lim [men] do not see any need for a woman to go to a mosque when she can stay at home with the children and pray, even though a mosque may be with-
in a block of her house" (Kahera 2002, 122). In his book Deconstructing the America Mosque, Kahera explains that the medieval Muslim world "developed
a legal discourse that was cognizant of the use of public space with regard to age, sex and gender but gave preference to men...many contemporary Mus-
lim jurists share the same medieval views"( Kahera 2002, 124). Therefore, the distorted medieval view that women need to stay at home is still debated.
For example, the theologian Ibn Hazm narrated from Abu Hanifa and Malik when he discouraged Muslim women from attending the mosque. "Abu Han-
ifa and Malik endorsed the idea that women's prayers in their own houses are better for them. Abu Hanifa allowed elderly women special permission
to attend the night prayer and the dawn prayer, but he did not approve of them attending the two feasts, that is, Eid al-Adha and Eid al-fitr. Malik appears to
be more cautious, saying, 'We do not stop them going out to the mosques and allowing the elderly to attend the feast prayers and the prayers for rain"' (Ka-
hera 2002, 129). These zealous attitudes have carried over to modern practices, even in the West, and being implemented in American Muslim communities.
In America, Muslim women are the most educated, and the most independent in comparison to other women in Muslim countries. American Muslim women, particu-
larly the younger generation, are demanding equality and equal participation in the religion. On the contrary, Muslim women immigrants' ideas on the role of women
in Islam vary in comparison to the American Muslim women. "Very few Muslim women say that they want to worship side by side with men. At issue is the physical
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nature of the prayer in which worshippers stand shoulder to shoulder, foot to foot and which requires the position of prostration. 'I don't want men to look at me like
that and be distracted from their attention to God,' goes the argument, 'nor do I wish to look directly at the rear parts of men during the prayer" (Haddad 2006, 64).
The role of these Muslim women differs than the role of the American Muslim women. These women believe that their roles are to be the tradition wife, who is "obedi-
ent to and supportive of her husband and that her sphere of activity should be confined as much as possible to the home" (Haddad 2006, 145). However, this type of
"homebody" and contiguous dwelling of adhering the culture to the faith is not comprehendible to the urban fabrication of America. Rather, these well educated, profes-
sional Muslim women are affirming their faith to the Divine and distilling the Quran and the traditions to a susceptible interpretation that is fitting to the American context.
These women believe that the principle of the Quran are perpetual and will never question the validity of God, however the interpretation can be ques-
tioned. "Thus they do not question the validity of the Quranic text but its interpretation by male scholars. The term 'gender jihad' has been appropri-
ated by some as defining a way of categorizing the effort of these women who are contesting not only? the prescriptions of the traditionalist, the reac-
tionaries, and the fundamentalist but who are clearly working with a mandate to affirm the divine message of the Quran and the ultimate viability of the
Islamic system" (Haddad 2006, 154). Therefore these women have engaged in the discourse of interpretation of the Quran and the examples of Prophet in or-
der to discover new possibilities of interpretation that would confine within the boundaries of the religion and be Islamically coherent of today's 21st century.
These believing women reject the male-dominated traditional commentaries; prefer the exegesis of the Quran in order to affirm women's rights. They be-
lieve that the Quran never places the women at a disadvantage in comparison to men, and rather "a whole and autonomous unit affirming God's oneness
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and human - male and female - responsibility to God and to each other. No verse can be understood out of context of the whole text' (Haddad 2006, 155).
Nevertheless, these women "want to create an attractive alternative to both dogmatic traditionalism with its constraining patriarchal overtone,
on the one hand, and on the other to secular liberal feminism that appears to have given up on Islam and succumbed to the
changing whims and values of a West that appears unable or unwilling to appreciate Islam. Affirming God's guidance for all
humanity in all times, they base their discourse on the assumption of an Islamically validated modern lifestyle (Haddad 2006, 154).
American Muslim women have the most responsibility in the States to make sure that the next generations of the Muslim community are familiar
with the basis of the Quran and the traditions. These women are on the forefront of managing Islamic schools, having weekend
programs at the mosque and teaching across America. They are ambassadors to the inter-faith dialogues that happen in the community and are
responsible for future generations. Ergo, the question that arises, is where should these women turn to, in order to get there religious
education, if the foundation of the religion is adhered to the mosque? How are young boys, who are to be husbands, and father of the next generation to view
the American Muslim women, when she is demeaned by the other men, and not taken seriously? What will he perceive of these women who are their teachers?
There is something to be critically considered about these debates and a solution to be quickly derived for the ideal prayer space in a
mosque. Personally, after visiting over 70 plus mosques during the summer of 2010, I prefer to pray at home, in a secluded place. A
space that I create on my quiet balcony or corner of my room, where candles are lit and my connection with the divine becomes spiritual.
I believe that as Muslims, accommodation and acknowledging the needs of the next generation of Muslims is essential. I believe that Muslim women
have a responsibility to make their voices be heard and to educate ourselves and others on the needs that we have by being leaders in our communities.
As an architect, it is my responsibility to create new things, test new ideas, push design boundaries, and be responsible as I leave my design
impressions on earth. Through a clear investigation of a new architectural expression, a women-driven space needs to be conducted within the
confinement of the religion. After all, architecture is art and a symbol of our time. Just like art which is an expression, it is bounded by rules and
theory that is modified and expressed to resonate in the landscape and accommodate the present and the future generations. As the future American Mus-
lim generation grows and as the number of Muslim women surpasses the men, we must celebrate that achievement through architecture. It is time for the
Muslim community to answer the call of the next generation of American Muslims and Muslim women to invite them to be part of the whole, rather than the sum.
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